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Report:  

 

The hosting school – Liceo Scientifico E. Amaldi – organized different activities related 

to the project within the school for a better understanding of the school reality. 

It also organized visits related to different periods of the Italian historical heritage in 

order to allow the partners to experience the country.  

Besides that, students of the partner schools had the opportunity to live with Italian 

families throughout the week.  

.  

Project meeting     
 

Thursday  1st: The Project working session started at the Liceo in  Bitetto, with the 

Turkish team meeting some teachers of the school and the project team . The students  

attended classes with their Italian hosts, and teachers followed some lessons too. 

After school , students were able to go home , followed the families activities  starting 

to come into contact with the Italian life style. Teachers made an introductory visit to 

Bitetto .. 

 

Friday  2nd 

Early morning lessons from 8.10 to 10.10 ( students) 

Teachers were guided in the visit of the school facilities by some students from 8,00 to 

8.30a.m. 

Then they observed some lessons such as Italian, philosophy, English and French and 

during the observation they had to fill in some forms expressing their opinion about the 

way of conducting  lessons. 

After lessons, students were able to share presentations, first the Italian one about the 

benefits and the drawbacks of long term mobilities, during which the Italian  students, 

who had done that  experience, spoke about it , the French students’ presentation was 

about their school, the area where they live and their typical food, moreover they 

explained the results they had obtained by interviewing the students who had 

participated to long term mobilities, both students and teachers agreed in stressing the 

great educational value of the experience.  

After that, the guests were guided by an art teacher and some Italian students to visit the 

old part of the town of Bitetto, during which they could appreciate its historical value. 

This activity had been planned in cooperation with the councillor for culture of Bitetto. 

Once at school again there was the official welcome with the presence of the school 

Principal. Afterwards, both students and teachers got acquainted with the Italian 

gastronomy through a lunch entirely prepared by students’ families, something  which 

had been done to involve families  into the project.  



In the afternoon, they were taken to a guided visit to Bari ‘s Pinacoteca, Saint Nicholaus 

Church, the Cathedral and the city centre. 

Saturday  3rd 

The Working session started with the students attending two classes and teachers 

observing lessons of Italian, Arts, French, philosophy, English and sociology and it was 

followed in the auditorium by the presentation of the Lithuanian team about the topic of 

the meeting: they presented a students’ survey about the benefits and drawbacks done to 

students who had made a long term mobility. 

After the presentation, students and teachers left for a guided visit to Castel del Monte ,a 

medieval castle of historical importance. Then, they visited the city of Trani where they 

could appreciate the cathedral a great example of Romanesque architecture, and enjoy 

the view of the Mediterranean sea. 

Sunday 4 th 

Students stayed with host families all day having the possibility to experience a 

complete Italian Sunday .Teachers ,in the morning ,went to visit  Giovinazzo old town, 

and in the evening they were taken to a guided visit to  the city of Bitonto where they 

could appreciate all the monuments of historical importance. They tasted and 

appreciated dishes and food typical of the province of Bari. Monday5 th 

On Monday the whole programme was focused on the visit of important places in the 

region: The “Caves of Castellana” which have been considered by UNESCO as world 

heritage . The partners found interesting going to have lunch at the high school in 

Locorotondo specialized in the production and cooking of food products and drinks 

typical of the area 

 In the afternoon they visited “Trulli Of Alberobello,” typical very ancient constructions  

of the area made out of stones and which have been considered by Unesco as world 

heritage too. 

Tuesday6 th   

The Working session started with the students following one class and teachers having a 

meeting to write the first part of the report. 

The working session continued with the Turkish presentation on the other topic of the 

meeting : Promoting participation of disadvantaged groups in society, the students 

shared their ideas on the topic and the Italian ones analysed the situation of 

disadvantaged students in their country by means of a presentation too. 

Afterwards, they left for Palagiano where they visited “Tavole Palatine” followed by a 

visit to the “Marta” museum in Taranto. 

Later on, at school, there was a working session for students and teachers during which 

they worked in groups discussing and  filling in the feedback on observed lessons and 

writing the report of the meeting. 

In the evening, there was , in the auditorium, the meeting with the local authorities 

which was followed by a concert and a farewell dinner party prepared by students and 

their families in which students, teachers and families participated having once more the 

chance to taste Italian dishes and food. 

Wednesday 7th 

Two of the partners departed on this day. The Lithuanian that remained were given the 

possibility to stay in the hosting students’ families or a teacher’s family one more day 

and participate and get acquainted with  the celebration of the Saint Virgin’s festivity: 

“The Immaculate” before leaving for Lithuania the next day. 

Impressions on the project meeting: 

 The project meeting was well-organized; 



 The project meeting met all the expectations because all the activities were 

relevant to the topic 

 Positive involvement of a lot of Italian  teachers; 

 A warm welcome for foreign students and teachers; 

 Good integration of students at school; 

 Positive impressions on hosting families, their hospitality; 

 Great involvement of students into organizing project meeting; 

 Positive feedback on free time activities after school with hosting families. 
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